
English hyperraising it seems is mediated by the θ-criterion

Main claim: A-movement out of a finite clause (hyperraising) is possible in English contra current
consensus (Zyman 2023), calling the role of familiar locality constraints into question. Note: all novel
data occurred naturally online orwere confirmed by≥4 native English speakers. Core data: English rais-
ing is standardly claimed to be permitted across an infinitival TP boundary (1a), but not finiteCP (1b):

(1) (a) Ed seems [TP Ed to be a genius]. / (b) *Ed seems [CP (that) Ed is a genius].
However, I’ll defend the claim that the construction demonstrated in (2-3) constitutes hyperraising:
(2) Ed it seems [CP Ed is a genius].
(3) He it seems [CP he is being pitched as themoderately sane face of theTory Party.] (web)

Against a parenthetical analysis: A first-pass analysis of (2/3) could be that it seems is a parenthetical
inserted into the sentence Ed is a genius. Indeed, there’s a possible parse of (2–3) where it seems is offset
before& after by a pause and can be placed in various positions, including sentence-finally:
(4) Ed is a genius, it seems.

But this analysis fails to fully capture the construction. It seemsmay be accompanied by as though, or by
matrix subject–boundNPIs (5-6), which unlike true parentheticals (Ross 1984) can’t be sentence-final:
(5) The police ( it seems as though) have a new sheriff in town, (*it seems as though). (web)
(6) Only he ( it ever seemed)was being pitched as the face of the party, (*it ever seemed).

Evidence against base-generation/for movement: Another possibility is that Ed andHe in (2–3) are
base-generated topics. However, this is undermined by the fact that English base-generated topics always
bear default (ACC) case (Radford 2018). As seen in (3) though, the first DP in these sentences can bear
NOM(but notACC, i.e. *Him it seems is...). Second, themovedDPobeys islands:
(7) Ed it seemsMei thinks Ed is boring. (No island)
(8) ?*Ed it seemsMeiwonders whether Ed is boring. (wh-island)
(9) *Ed it seemsMei hates theway Ed is boring. (ComplexNP island)

Evidence for A-movement: The results above suggest that we are dealing with movement, but do not
bear onwhether thismovement isAorĀ.We turn to 2 diagnostics favoring anA-movement analysis (van
Urk2015): a lackofWeakCrossover (WCO)effects (10),& the ability to feednewbindingpossibilities (11).
(10) [Every dad]i it seems tohisi kids is terrible at telling jokes. (NoWCOeffect)
(11) a. Edi it seems tohimself i Ed is a genius. ( reflexive binding)

b. Only Ed it ever seemed Edwas full of potential. ( NPI binding)
With these data, we clearly see that this (hypothesized) English hyperraising construction is not subject
toWCO effects and may feed reflexive andNPI binding, so it is appropriately analyzed as A-movement.
It and the thematic structure of seems: A puzzling property of English hyperraising is the obligatory
presence of it between the raised DP & raising verb, as in Ed *(it) seems is a genius. My solution to this
puzzle has twoparts: First, R(aising)-it is not a true expletive, but rather denotes a p(erceptual)-source for
evidence concerning the embedded proposition (compare to recent arguments that weather-it denotes a
source, e.g. Krejci 2014). Observe that R-it can occur with the control verb want (12) and be quantified
(13); contrast this with expletive there (14):
(12) Looking inmirror: It almost wants to seem like a few pounds came off. (web)
(13) It all seems that everything is based off of thoughts or dreams becoming a reality. (web)
(14) a. *Therewanted to arrive plenty of people.

b. *There all arrived plenty of people.
Second, IarguethatthepresenceofR-it inhyperraisingsentences isrequiredinordertoabsorbap(erceptual)-
source θ-role assigned by seems to its external argument, otherwise Ed is forced to bear two θ-roles in
violation of the θ-criterion. This is because seems has an external p-source θ-role to assign to its external
argument exactly when it embeds a CP. Note the following contrast between TP-seems and CP–seems,
adapted fromAsudeh et al (2006). Imagine Ed is not in his kitchen, but you see pots and pans are on the
stovewith food simmering in them. Youmay felicitously utter (15a), but not (b):
(15) (a) Ed seems [TP to be cooking]. / (b) #Ed seems [CP (like/as though) he’s cooking].
Seems in (15a) imposes no thematic requirement on its subject, while seems in (15b) requires that its sub-

ject be the perceptual source of evidence for the embedded proposition (Landau 2011), thus ruling out a
context where Ed himself is not perceived. Unlike in (15b), a (2/3)-type hyperraising sentence is perfectly
acceptable in contexts where Ed doesn’t correspond to the p-source, consistent with saying that R-it
absorbs the p-source θ-role in licit hyperraising sentences:
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(16) Ali it seems is cooking...OKbut I haven’t seen or observed him at all.
Similarly, in Spanish hyperraising (Salgueiro 2005), agreement on the raising predicate tracks whether or
not the raised subject corresponds to a p-source. The following contrast, adapted from Ausín & De-
piante (to appear), holds in a context where the speaker is looking at a family picture in which she herself
does not appear (and thus cannot corresponding to a perceptual source):
(17) Yo

1SG.NOM
parece/#parezco
seem.3SG/#seem-1SG

que
that

no
NEG

estoy
am

en
in

esta
this

foto.
photo

“I seem that I’mnot in the photo.”
As inanimate subject pronouns are always null in Spanish, (17) is consistent with a p-source-denoting
argument like English it occupying a slot between Yo and parece (‘seems’). This shows up in English as
R-it, and in Spanish as prowith 3SG agreement on the verb. If this is on the right track, it also explains the
fact that the majority of previously described hyperraising languages permit null subjects to some degree
(Ura 1994): any languagewith a null itmight license a string likeEd prop-source seems is a genius.
Where does the raised DP go? For English & Spanish, my analysis involves two preverbal arguments.
FollowingCardinaletti (2004), I assume a secondA-position above Spec,TP, namely Spec,Subj: Subj° at-
tracts R-expressions & strong pronouns while Spec,TP hosts expletives & weak pronouns. In (2/3)-type
hyperraising sentences, thep-source-denoting argument (it, or Spanishpro) is base-merged inSpec,vP in
thematrix clause where it is assigned a p-source θ-role, thenmoves to Spec,TP. Then, the raised subject
raises from embedded Spec,Subj to matrix Spec,Subj. This move would seem to violate Minimality as it
crosses over it. However, we can keepMinimality intact if we examine the properties of it more closely.
I follow Branan&New (2021) in assuming English it is syntactically deficient w.r.t. other pronouns and
DPs in English (i.e. it can’t occur in fragments, can’t be coordinated, can’t be focused, etc.), suggesting
it, like pro, is a weak pronoun (under Cardinaletti & Starke’s 1999 typology) and that it fails to realize a
D-layer (underDechaine&Wiltschko’s 2004 typology). Recalling that Subj° probes only for strong pro-
nouns (i.e. pro-DPs) it follows that it fails to act as an intervener. ThismirrorsFrench, inwhichclitics (e.g.
lui), another type of deficient pronoun, fail to act as interveners for raising, unlike fullDPs (e.g aMarie):
(18) Jean

Jean
(OK lui)
3SG.DAT

semble
seems

(*a
(*to

Marie)
Marie)

[TP
[TP

Jean
Jean

avoir
have-INF

du
of

talent].
talent].

“John seems toMarie/her to have talent.” (McGinnis 1998)
Returning to the status ofA-movement constraints. Activity: AlongsideHalpert (2019) a.o. I reject
theActivityCondition, having shown that aNOM-assigned argumentmayA-move in English.
Phase Impenetrability: My analysis is consistent with a phase deactivation-based approach (Deal 2017,
Halpert 2019), in which a CP is a barrier to A-movement if it counts as a potential intervener for the sake
ofMinimality; otherwise its status as a barrier is ‘deactivated’. Consistentwith this, noneof theCPsbeing
moved out of in English hyperraising can compete for Spec,SubjP:
(19) *[SubjP [CP {∅C/(as) though/like} Ed is a genius] it seems] is howwe should act/is true].
Furthermore, hyperraising becomes impossible out of if and thatCPs (20), suggesting that these CPs

do compete for SubjP (21–22), thus acting as interveners and blocking raising. This is borne out:
(20) *Ed it seems {that/as if} Ed is a genius.
(21) [SubjP [CP If Ed is a genius] it seems is the questionwe should be asking.]
(22) [SubjP [CP That Ed is a genius] it seems is true.]
The θ-criterion? Finally, I proposed that the θ-criterion underlies the sort of CP/TP raising asymmetry
shown in (1a–b), at least in English and Spanish, where CP-seems assigns a θ-role to its subject while TP-
seems doesn’t (15–17). A question to be explored is whether verbs with larger complements tend to have
more complex thematic structuremore generally, leading to apparent locality effects.
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